Yankee Beemers Motorcycle Club
Airhead Autumn Edition — 2016

Ride ‘em -

Don’t HIDE ‘em

Lone Airhead spotted in Mendon
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Prez Says

Ken Springhetti

Friends, riders, moto afficianados:
The time has come to pack a sweater. Find that Gerbing vest, the liner
for your jacket, and that balaclava. I woke in my tent last weekend to offer the nearby forest a respite from drought wishing I'd worn that whacky
YB hat to bed. Yes, even setup in the leanto it was a bit nipply.
Greeted by a hardy group of campers I enjoyed the camaraderie of the

fire, the warmth of the group exceeding that of nearby burning logs once
again we rode and ate and enjoyed all the Vermont has to offer in late
September. My favorite place to be this time of year.
Thanks to everyone who came out to support the YBs at the campout,
and to those who enjoyed lobster with the Ocean State BMW Riders.
Despite the addition of thicker insulation to my luggage I am anxious I to
get back this weekend for the Airhead BMW club mountain campout.
And again next week the Lonesome Wierdos. >>>>> RIGHT >>>>>>>>>
Gods among blinking men they are.
Shortly we will all reprise our monthly rise to eat at the Willowbrook, piling the warm gear at the door making room to loosen our collective belts.
Pancakes, po-Tay-Toes and pork product slides right down. Some meet
at the donut dump, others by the jail, but all will be back to normal in YB
land the third Sunday of the month in Mendon!
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Light truckers, airheads, ducatistas,off rodents, cranberry
boggers, third wheelers, K bikers, chrome heads, ocean staters, Aquidneck islanders , merry muckers and all the rest of the riff raff come together at the buffet line in a sea of ballistic nylon. I look forward to seeing the unpolished Moto mounted masses for our ride to eat on Sunday
November 20th.
It's been a
busy month,
and a glorious
riding season. I'm triple
booked almost every
weekend. The
miles rack up,
the used oil
fills the drain
pan, and there is a trophy stack of bald tires in the yard. The airheads
campout in Vermont was a fantastic little event, 8 of us camped out with
Air Marshal Tim Hille and his band of merry men. We ate, drank, and
enjoyed Joaquins hospitality for 3 days in Royalton. 8 miles from Toziers, it was a great opportunity to drop in for the Vermont BMW club
breakfast. It was nice to chat with Dan Walton, Eric Rossier, Ray
McKenna and about 30 other folks who braved a cool rainy morning to
have breakfast and talk bikes. I love the MOVers, breakfast isn't so early, and there isn't a bad road in the state.
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On the tech front I recently had the pleasure of working with Kate
Murphy’s R1100S. New fuel pump, new filter, and all new clamps
inside the tank. It was quite a messy project getting in there, but it
was straightforward repair and Beemer Boneyard provided a kit
that included all the parts for a very reasonable price.
I'm looking forward to the Frost on the Pumpkin campout at Somerset, the Mount Misery campout at Pachaug, and the Goulds
Ride on October 30th. The foliage is peak, and I recommend staying off the beaten path and exploring some of the lesser routes. I
took Friday off and rode up 1a to 1b in New Hampshire and was
thrilled to have a 75 degree day riding Oceanside. It's been years
since did it, and if you have a weekday and are heading to Max
BMW or anywhere else coastal, I recommend 1B.
I hope that you all check your
tire pressure as the temps drop.
Pack a sweater, put some stability in the gas each time you
fill up. It's not time to park it, but
it's time to prep the fuel each fill
up. I’m hoping for a warm dry
autumn..
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Where will we find Ken NEXT month ?
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Secretary’s Notations
Karl Renneker
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Editors View

Dwight Nevins

Get it While you Can
“Don’t worry , I’ll be fine” I told my boss when she let me know my
contract would be expiring on Haloween . Actually the Timing couldn't
have been better , Barbara and myself will become grandparents for
the first time soon, and I could use some time to GetMyHouseInOrder.
( Did you ever listen to Zevon’s Disorder in the House? You should .)
Plus the Camper needs a little attention for the Big Trip ( 2018? ) and
there’s a few Moto Projects backed up behind the shed … A BIG part
of the Whole House in Order thing is packing in as much riding as I
could before snow falls . BTW Did you see how Bushy those Squirrels
tails are this year ? And the size of their Nuts? Those Acorns are
HUGE ! All signs point to deep snow for the Winter of ‘17 !
So A trip with my old SOTBMC buddys
Greg and JackO up to Greg’s retreat
“Camp Frosty” in Brownfield Maine
was firmed up for Late September.
We included a Stop at Max’s for some
test rides and to get a little intel from
Rusty on my Brand New (forty year
old) R100S. Yes it found it’s way from
Rice-O-Rama back to Holbrook on my
birthday ! In North Hampton John the
sales guy set us up with an XR1000
and a WasserRoadster. We did the
loop once , then he let us swap bikes
and go out again. The XR was interesting with the electronics and shift assist , but felt a little high strung
for me, While the R1200R was Strong and Smooth down low , where
I usually live. I felt like I was closer to Mother Earth on the R bike too,
Given the choice? I’d pick the Roadster. Poor Jack didn’t get to try the
F800 , Oh well, Next Time! We took Rt 35 from 95 on up to
Brownfield, This was a nice alternate route to the usual 5,16,or 302.
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Next day we wanted to go
see the Old Wood Locks
Between the Songo River
and Sebago Lake. We moseyed our way over Thru
Denmark and Steep Falls
When we got to the locks
after a pleasant ride thru
the small towns We got to
the locks just in time to
watch a Double Decker
TriHull Party Barge go thru the locks, pretty cool. It’s a fully manual
operation, The Park ranger pushes a big lever and the water goes
up and down at his command! I’d been fascinated with Canals and
Locks since our trip to Das Rally in Buffalo and the Erie Canal tour.

The ride home Sunday was great, Greg told me he thought the
house we had rented in Fryeburg Harbor back in 2000 was up for
sale again, But Cut Flowers were the only things for sale on Harbor Road that day…. Oh Well, Maybe Next Time?
We made it all the way from Fryeburg down to Woburn without any
slab at all !
Happy Octoberfest !
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Editors View

Dwight Nevins

Airhead Fever !
So My new “Birthday Gift To
Myself” has my mind racing....
I think this will be the perfect
bike to bring along for that BIG
trip: Large enough for comfortable 2 up riding , but light
enough to toss into the tow
vehicle (T.B.D.). She has OEM
Luggage with capacity for a
few nights on the road. We’ll
need to add a modicum of
wind protection with a smallish
fairing ( NOT Goldwing sized )
Maybe a Rifle Sport like I had
on my old R75 , Or Hey Maybe
that old Wixom that came with
the R60/5 ?
Mind is Racing ! Must pick correct Fairing— Wait what about that
old Pacifico Aero I
have out in the shed
under all of those
sleeping bags ?
Nah too big….
R90S Café Fairing ?
Maybe …..
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On to the Chassis , The Lester wheels seem round enough ..
And they are kind of my trademark. The Michelin Tires look Good,
ATE Brakes are only Fair. Phil a little help please ? The Rear
Units are Street Strokers from 198? The front end feels OK , pretty
solid, But I have that set of Works fork Springs to try if time allows ..
Seats ? I got TWO with the bike , a pretty good stocker with the
cowl, and a Corbin Gentry (Not to be confused with a Corbin )
Double Bucket. We’ll see which one feels better I guess ???
Cosmetically she’s maybe a SIX or so , But that’s OK cause Myself: I’m only about a FOUR, well Maybe I’m a 5.5 or SIX wearing
my Fez or my Shoei ? So we’ll probably will never win a prize
when we make it to
the Quail Gathering .
But she’s bought and
paid for , and a few
nights in the Cave will
have her just about
right ( for this year
anyways )
Well. I plan to put a
few miles on her before this season is
over to help me decide which way to go
and how far to take it.
Maybe it was that
Article in Big Bike
Magazine back in ‘77
that lit the fire under
my
AIRHEAD FEVER !
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Minna rides the
“Not Superman Rally”
The Hard Way NYC to SFO

Once upon a time I saw a notice
about a ride called The Not So
Superman Rally. This ride was a
coast to coast the Hard Way, starting in Coney Island, NY and ending in San Francisco, CA in no
more than 50 hours. I was intrigued and I signed up. Most people will ride the coast to coast between Jacksonville, FL and San Diego,
CA as it is the shortest distance (2,341 miles) but this ride is longer in
mileage (2,950) and that is why it is called the Hard Way.
Fast forward and September 9 arrived. I had prepared my route, the
gas stops, prepared the bike and prepared myself for this ride, or at
least prepared myself as much I could. Having dealt with some auto
immune type issues for the past 10 months it had become very important for me to do this ride and it was my personal challenge to ride
and finish. I met up with my friend Ken Aman off the New York Thruway and Roy Kjendal and Marc Bialt joined us well. We rode down to
Coney Island the get the customary water and sand sample from the
Atlantic Ocean. Of course we could not be in Coney Island and not
have a Nathan’s hot dog. It was hot and humid and a storm was looming in the distance. The walk from where we parked the bikes to the
ocean, across the beach, felt like it was a mile and not the quarter mile
it was. After the sample we rode to the hotel in Edison, NJ to meet the
other riders and Jim Puckett, the organizer for the ride and the the mandatory riders meeting. Originally I think there were some 50 riders
signed up for this but the end result was 21 riders participating. I was
the only female. Jim went over the rules, checked everyone’s odometers and then we had dinner at Harold’s New York Deli. Oh my goodness – the size of the portions! I have never been to a Jewish family
style deli before but this was borderline insane (how fitting, insanely
large portions for some insane people doing an insane ride). I ended up
just having a cup of chicken soup which was delish!. I went to bed at 8
pm as the alarm was set for 2 am and sleep is always important prior to
a long ride and you are lucky if you do get some sleep. I did, thankfully!
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When I came down to the lobby around 2.30 am on Saturday September 10 I was surprised and happy to see a rider friend, Joanna, there.
She had come to see us off and take some photos. Shortly after 3 am
there were a few of us that rode together to the gas station on Coney
Island where we were starting. Jim lead the way in his Honda Pilot. Holy moly, he drove that thing like he stole it! I had a hart time keeping up.
At the gas station I topped off my gas, did some last minute adjustments, zeroed my odometer and got ready for 4 am to arrive. It was one
minute to 4 am when Jim rolled out as he was going to lead us for
about 27 miles. We all followed at what I can only call a "spirited pace".
While this was an organized group ride by IBA (Iron Butt Association)
standards it didn’t mean we were all riding together as a group once we
hit I-80. About 25 minutes in to the ride most of theguys were out of my
sight and the rain arrived. I settled in for the ride and turned on the music. There was very little traffic through New Jersey and
Pennsylvania. Because I can never do things the easy way I had routed
myselfwith a stop at one of the Tour Of Honor sites in Pennsylvania. It
was only 20 minutes out of the way so why not. I have been wanting to
get this site for some time as it is very unique with all the flags.
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The weather turned sunny and nice. Tigger hummed along I-80
through Ohio, Indiana, Illinois. Somewhere in Illinois the GPS decided to recalculate and I missed my turn. It took me 20 miles out of
the way to get back on track. Things happen. You refocus and continue. We rode in to Iowa and the wind picked up quite a bit and the
stayed with us through Nebraska. It was a heavy headwind and it
did impact my gas mileage and planned gas stops. Luckily my
friend Marco got online and sent me a couple of 24 hour gas stations along my route as I was a little worried with the timing and
the distance of the gas stops due to the wind. I passed south of Chicago and while the traffic was steady there was nothing to be concerned about. The corn fields in Iowa were so beautiful in the evening sun with the blue sky and white clouds. The sun set and darkness arrived. I was challenged with an angry stomach for about 12
hours of the ride and it is not fun to have to vomit at every stop but I
found that sipping Gatorade seemed to calm it down and eventually
I felt better. This is all part of the dang auto immune issues I have
been dealing with. Some days I can't eat properly and everything
upsets my stomach. Back to the ride. I picked up another Tour Of
Honor site in Nebraska. That stop was around 1.30 am on Sunday
September 11. When I pulled up to the site, which is at the Wood
River Volunteer Fire Department there was a pick up truck in the
parking lot and I was about to take the picture when this truck
pulled up next to me. It was the fire chief and just moments before I
arrived he had lowered the flags in memory of 9/11. He was curious
as to what I was doing and I told him about the Tour of Honor and
that I was on my way to San Francisco. He thank me for stopping
by. I stopped for about half an hour at a rest area somewhere in Nebraska. I needed to refocus and put on my heated liner. It wasn't
cold but after being on the bike for so many hours and not feeling
great for a while I was feeling cold to the core. That stop was just
what I needed.
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The sun came up
behind me in Wyoming and that is
always a wonderful feeling and it
energizes me. It
was cool and
breezy. I have never been through the
southern part of
Wyoming on I-80
and it is a very different landscape
compared to further north. Traffic
was very light. It
got a lot warmer once I entered Utah. I was humming along when
I suddenly saw these two bikes come zooming up. They passed
me, slowed down and pointed to their side panniers. And suddenly I saw these notes that said “Go Minna Go” and “Go Tigger
Go”. I was puzzled. Who were these people? At the next exit I
pulled off. I turns out they were friends of my friend Victoria in
Connecticut and she had asked them to “escort” me for a while
through Utah. Jude is the founder of WAR - Women Adventure
Riders on Facebook so I knew who she was and had chatted with
her online. Her and her husband Andreas rode with me through
Salt Lake and all the way to the Nevada border. That was a very
nice surprise and put a huge smile on my face... so did the nice
sweeping turns coming in to Salt Lake. I just love those!
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I noticed that my gas had dropped significantly
Thankfully I had my spare gas bottles with me
and that took care if it. I made it to the next gas
stop without a problem. It just happened to be
right by the Bonneville Speedway. Jude took a
nice photo of me by one of the signs. I was
tempted to see if I could break Valarie Thompson’s recent speed record that she had just set
the weekend before. She is the fastest woman
on two wheels! Jude, Andreas and I parted
ways at Bonneville. Riding through Nevada
was windy and hot and I can honestly say I
would not be sad if I never ride that stretch of I80 again!!! The day light faded right before Reno and then it was time to climb up, over and
down Donner Pass. That was fun and I welcomed the cooler temperature! Sacramento
came and went and before I knew it I only had
40 miles left to the end. I was feeling a little
sluggish so at the last gas stop, a few sour
patch kids did the trick. Traffic was light but
then it was Sunday night so that was helpful. I
pulled in to the Golden Gate Vista Point at
11.46 pm PST. This put me at 46 hours and 46
minutes from the time I started the ride in Coney Island. I was greeted by Jerry White, who
was the end of the ride witness .Kaarin Brooke
who was the official photographer and Erik
Lipps. Unfortunately the fog had settled low on
the bridge so I’m pretty sure the photo didn’t
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turn out as good as I had hoped.

. But it really didn't matter. After chatting for a while I got back on the
bike and rode over the Golden Gate Bridge to the hotel where some of
the riders where staying. My friend Ken was the first one to finish the
ride at an astonishing 38.5 hours! He was followed by Eric Edelman at
39 hours and then a slew of riders. I did find out that I wasn't the last
one to arrive.
In the morning a bunch of us met at Baker Beach and Kaarin took a
nice group photo with the Golden
Gate Bridge in the back ground. I
got my sand and water sample from
the Pacific and took some photos.
We went and had a nice breakfast
at the Seal Rock Inn before parting
ways. I rode Tigger to Jerry White's
house who had offered to store him
while I flew home for work. The long
distance rider community is such a
caring and helpful group of folks. In
a few weeks I will be flying to California to ride home and as of right
now – I will not try to do it in 46
hours and 46 minutes... Just take a
little more time to get back home.
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All throughout the
ride I had my
"support team" of a
few fellow riders who kept me motivated, encouraged and sent positive notes
and followed my SPOT tracker. While I never felt that the ride was too much
or too hard for me it was so nice to have the support along the way. I knew I
would not be a fast rider but steady and there is a reason for why my nickname is "Turtle"…

On the flight from Oakland I met two lovely ladies. Terri and Heidi, who had
just been to Napa and Sonoma. We had the greatest conversation and time
flew by. I was almost sad when we parted ways in Chicago. We exchanged
contact information and continued my travels home. Cheers ladies! It was a
true pleasure to share the flight with you! It was weird to get in to the car and
drive after 3,000 miles on the bike in such short period of time. This ride was
my personal challenge and I get asked all the time, mostly by people who
don't ride, why I did it. Well, I did it because I wanted to see if I got what it
takes and also because of all the health issues I have been dealing with. I
wanted to make sure that I can put mind over matter. And I did! I truly enjoyed the ride and never once did I feel bored or wondered what I was doing.
As I always say "Four wheels move the body but two wheels move the soul".
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I would like to thank Jim Puckett for organizing this ride and handling the logistics and for being the starting witness. Without you coordinating this and putting the idea in my head I don't think I would have
done the ride, so thank you! And of course this ride would never been
possible without friends who help out with Bailey and other logistics,
and nothing would be possible without my boy - TIGGER!

Some facts:
# of gas stops: 19
(I don't ride with a fuel cell)
# of gallons of fuel 79.96.
total amount fuel: $202.52
total amount EZ Pass $57.28
total California Tolls: $9.50.
Total joy, pride, satisfaction:

PRICELESS
but for everything else
there is MasterCard...
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Y B EVENTS Calendar
October 30

Goulds Ride

Nov 4-5
Nov 6
Nov 20

Misery Campout
Carls Vanilla Bean
Breakfast Mendon

Dec 18

Breakfast Mendon

2016 Dates :

Some folks prefer Modest Swimwear
Others may rock a Speedo.
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Send this form and your payment to:

Yankee Beemers, Inc.
P.O Box 2151
Fitchburg, MA 01420
Please make checks payable to:
Yankee Beemers, Inc.
Name:

Address:

Email:

YB Forum user
name:

Phone/Cell:
Applicationtype:.New☐ Renewal ☐ YB #:

Membership

Regular ($30) ☐

+Additional (name) (+$5) ☐
Non-BMW Owner ($30) ☐
Your Motorcycle(s) :
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2016 Dates :

October 30
Goulds Ride
Nov 4-5
Misery Campout
Nov 6
Carls Vanilla Bean
Nov 20
Breakfast Mendon
Dec 18
Breakfast Mendon
Send your photos articles for the Boxer SHORTS to
YBSHORTS@GMAIL.COM

Event Calendar

